The results of this paper are divided into two parts. First: inequalities for the Fourier coefficients of any bounded function ; second : an approximation theorem for the Fourier development of an arbitrary bounded function.
Inequalities for Fourier coefficients have been discussed in a paper by Professor Szâsz.
2 However, his work deals mainly with linear inequalities for complex coefficients. The inequalities to be investigated in this paper are not linear. Nevertheless, they are the best possible, for this reason : given any set of numbers which makes the inequality an equality, there exists a bounded function which has these numbers as its Fourier coefficients.
A simple illustration will clarify this. Let f(x) be a bounded measurable function in ( -x, w) + 1 (-COS tf)d# and the bound 4/7r will actually be attained for the function fi(x). Likewise, /* T | cos nx\ dx and J^T | sin w#| dx both equal four, so that | a n | and | b n | ^ 4/7r ; these bounds will be attained for the functions signum cos nx and signum sin nx respectively.
But these bounds for the Fourier coefficients cannot be attained simultaneously. If one of the coefficients is too large, the others must be small. For example: b\ and b^ must satisfy the following inequality:
so that if &i = 4/7T then &2 = 0 while if &2=4/7r then oi = 0. Conversely, any numbers bi, bi satisfying this relation will be the Fourier coefficients of some bounded function.
Similar relations hold between the other Fourier coefficients, but they are much more complicated :
After the inequalities for the Fourier coefficients are obtained, they are used to derive an approximation theorem. But instead of being an approximation to the function itself, it will be an approximation to the Fourier development of the function. More precisely: take a bounded measurable function f(x) whose absolute value is less than one; let its Fourier development be do/2-\-^(a n cos nx+b n sin nx). Then, for any N there exists a function gx(x) which takes the values 1 and -1 only, such that the first N Fourier coefficients of £#(#) are the same as the first N Fourier coefficients of ƒ(x).
In general, there will be N+l discontinuities, li f(x) is even or odd, gN(x) will be even or odd. For example, let f(x) =(w -X)/T 9 0 <x <7T; ƒ( -x) = •-ƒ(#). Then its Fourier series will be 2 ^ sin nx
Incidentally, one of the inequalities leads to the following result: If F{x) is a bounded measurable function in absolute value less than |,
The method used in proving the above inequalities is as follows:
\-2_s (a n cos ## + b n sin nx).
Consider the expression
where Mo> Mi » * * * » M2n are arbitrary real parameters. The functions / n (jLt, #) can be expressed in terms of the function f(x) by using the usual formulae for Fourier coefficients
From these formulae and (1) Assuming the ju's are fixed, the maximum of / W (M> a) will be attained when the integrand ƒ (#)C n (/i, x) is as large as possible. But
is taken as signum C n (/x» x) ; that is, ƒ(#) = 1 when C n (jU, #) >0 and f(x) = -1 when C n (M» *) <0> then
The following result is now obvious : Assume /x 0 +/x 2 cos # = 0 has the real roots ±cei; then gi(ju, #) will be defined as follows : , au <# <a* + i. Therefore,
so that from (2) The point P will lie on the plane if (4) becomes an equality. This will occur when and only when ƒ(x) has its first 2n + l Fourier coefficients equal to those of g n (v, x) .
Since the M? were arbitrary, the same result holds for any set Mo, Mi, • * • , M2n+i. Therefore, the point P, whose coordinates are (#,•), j = 0, 1, • • • , 2w + l, must lie on one side of every plane in the family of planes defined by the equation (6).
The previous example will clarify this. Equation (3) implies that if, for any f(x), a 0 is plotted as the x coordinate and a\ as the y coordinate of a point, then such points will lie on the origin side of the straight line whose equation is
Mo# + M2) > = Di(p).
The point will lie on the straight line if and only if f(x) has its Fourier coefficients a 0 and ai equal to those of £I(M, X).
Since the M'S were arbitrary, the same result holds for any set Mo, M2. Therefore, the point P, whose coordinates are (a 0 , ai) must lie on one side of every line in the family of straight lines defined by the equation
This implies that the point P will lie inside the region enveloped by these straight lines.
The usual procedure in finding the equation of this envelope is, first, to differentiate partially with respect to the parameter, and second, to eliminate the parameters between the resulting equation and the original equation. The partial differentiation results in the following two equations : dD dD 2 2 1/2 x = = ± (4/TT) arc sin (/X0/M2), y = = ± (4/TT)(1 -M0/M2) . dMo #M2 After the elimination of the parameters, the following equation is obtained for the envelope : y = (4/71-) cos (n-ff/4). This implies that 0i ^ (4/TT) cos (7ra 0 /4).
Equality will hold, as before, if f(x) has the same first two Fourier coefficients as any function giQu, x).
In the general case, the equation of the envelope is obtained by the same method. When formula (6) is differentiated partially with respect to the parameters, the following equations result:
where the ce», the roots of C W (M> X) = 0, also depend on the fx 3 -. Now
oUj by the standard rule for differentiating under the integral sign.
However C n (ix, c^+i) = C n (ju, OLÎ) = 0 and Since <f> n (xj) is obtained as the envelope of planes, it is obvious that the region bounded by it is the convex hull of a family of half-spaces. Again, the inequality will hold if and only if f(x) has its first 2n-\-l Fourier coefficients (ao, ai, 61, • • • , a n , b n ) equal to the corresponding Fourier coefficients of any one of the functions g n (v<, x) . A few illustrations will clarify this method. Let n = 2 and jUo=M2 = j U4 = 0. Then the ai will be the roots of the equation
Hi sin x + M3 sin 2x = 0, and from formula (7)
since ai = -«3, and XT = ± -X) I (-1)* sin 2xdx = ± (2/TT)(1 -cos 2a 8 ).
Therefore (7rxi/4) 2 +7r^3/4 = l or (7r#i/4) 2 -7nr 3 /4 = 1 according as the plus or minus signs are used. But since Xi was the coordinate for b\ and #3 for ô 2 , the following inequality results :
(TTÔl/4) 2 + TT I b 9 I /4 ^ 1.
From the result proved above : that the Fourier coefficients of ƒ (x) satisfy certain inequalities or, stating it geometrically, lie in certain convex regions, the approximation theorem follows. The theorem can be stated as follows :
Let f(x) be a real, bounded, measurable function in absolute value less than one. Let its Fourier development be hL( fl « cos nx + b n sin nx). Again, let ai=x^u bi = x 2 '*-i-Then, as before, the point P' whose coordinates are (xó, x{ } • • • , %2 N ) must satisfy the inequality (8):
